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Homickel, and misrepresenting to Shapiro that Contreras was the owner of the Horse and that he 

had title to it. 

Shapiro Transaction 

34. Shapiro told Baron and Reed that he was interested in purchasing an Andalusian 

horse, and told them to begin looking for a horse for Shapiro to purchase. 

35. In early March 2014, Baron and Reed told Shapiro that they had found an 

Andalusian horse that Shapiro might be interested in purchasing. They also told him that they 

would be traveling to Illinois to inspect the Horse, and that if Shapiro wanted to buy it, they 

would need to bring a $10,000 deposit. 

36. On March 11, 2014, and based on Reed and Baron's representations, Shapiro 

caused a check in the amount of $10,000 to be issued from Shapiro's bank account and made 

payable to Reed. The memo line on that check was "Ximar Br Deposit." A copy of the check is 

attached here as Exhibit C. 

3 7. On information and belief, Baron and Reed in fact never traveled to Illinois to 

personally inspect the Horse. 

38. After the veterinary inspection on March 18, 2014, and at Contreras and Reed's 

request and actual knowledge, Haron fraudulently represented to Shapiro that Contreras (not 

Homickel) owned the Horse, had title to it, was willing to sell it to Shapiro for $150,000, and 

that Shapiro needed to pay to Contreras the balance of the $150,000 sale price to secure the 

purchase of the Horse. 

39. In reliance on Baron's misrepresentations that Contreras was the owner of the 

Horse, on March 21, 2014, Shapiro caused a check in the amount of$140,000 to be issued from 
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Shapiro's bank account and made payable to Contreras. The Memo line on that check states: 

"Ximaro Br." A copy of that check is attached here as Exhibit D. 

40. That same day, Reed negotiated the $10,000 check by endorsing it and depositing 

it in an account at Bank of America. (Ex. C.) 

41. Based on these various misrepresentations and material nondisclosures, Contreras, 

Reed, and Baron fraudulently induced Shapiro to have a check for $140,000 issued from 

Shapiro's account and made payable to Contreras. 

42. But for Shapiro's reliance on Contreras, Reed, and Baron's fraudulent 

misrepresentations and nondisclosures, Shapiro would not have caused the $10,000 and 

$140,000 checks for the purchase of the Horse to be issued from Shapiro's accounts to Reed and 

Contreras, respectively. 

43. On or about April 1, 2014, two days before sending any money to Homickel for 

the Homickel transaction, Contreras negotiated the $140,000 check he received from Shapiro by 

endorsing it and depositing it into an account at JP Morgan Chase Bank. (Ex. D.) 

44. Contreras and Reed never informed Homickel about the Shapiro Transaction, and 

Contreras, Reed, and Baron never told Shapiro about the Homickel Transaction. 

45. On or about April 19, 2014, and after Contreras had Homickel execute the 

Homickel Bill of Sale, Contreras signed as the "Seller" a document called "Bill of Slae [sic] of 

Equine" ("Shapiro Bill of Sale"). The Shapiro Bill of Sale is attached here as Exhibit E. 

46. The Shapiro Bill of Sale describes the terms of the Shapiro Transaction, including 

that Contreras warrants that he "is the legal owner of the [Horse]," that he "has full right and 

authority to sell and transfer the [Horse]," and that Shapiro is paying to Contreras $150,000 to 

purchase the Horse. 
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47. Notwithstanding Contreras's warranties in the Shapiro Bill of Sale, he was not the 

legal owner ofthe Horse, nor did he ever have authority to sell or transfer the Horse. 

48. Until the transfer of title from Homickel to Baron under false pretenses, 

Homickel was always title owner to the Horse. (Ex. F.) 

49. With Contreras and Reed's full knowledge and at their request, Baron provided 

the Shapiro Bill of Sale to Shapiro. 

50. On or about July 10, 2014, Baron contacted Homickel and admitted to her that 

Contreras, Reed, and Baron had not disclosed to Homickel that Shapiro was the actual purchaser 

of the Horse. Baron also admitted to Homickel that Shapiro had in fact paid $150,000 to 

purchase the Horse. Baron also stated that the scheme was the idea of Contreras and Reed. 

51. Hornickel subsequently spoke with Alicia Baginski, an assistant to Shapiro. 

Baginski confirmed that Shapiro had caused two checks totaling $150,000 to be issued for the 

purchase of the Horse from Contreras. Homickel also learned for the first time from Baginski 

about the Shapiro Bill of Sale, which Baginski sent Homickel a copy of. 

Count 1: Common-Law Fraud 
(Hornickel against Contreras and Haron) 

52. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference paragraphs 1 through 50 into Count I. 

53. By falsely representing to Homickel that Baron was purchasing the Horse for 

$80,000, and by failing to disclose to Hornickel that Shapiro had already agreed to purchase the 

Horse for $150,000, that Shapiro had paid to Reed a $10,000 deposit for the Horse, and that 

Shapiro had paid to Contreras $140,000 for the Horse, Contreras and Baron made false 

statements of material fact and failed to disclose material facts to Homickel, related to the 

Homickel Transaction. 
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54. Contreras and Baron intended to defraud Homickel of the additional $70,000 that 

should have been paid to her as a result of the Shapiro Transaction. 

55. Contreras and Baron knew that the statements and nondisclosures described in the 

previous paragraph were false, material and misleading. 

56. Contreras and Baron made the false statements and failed to disclose material 

facts to Homickel with the intent that those acts and inaction would induce Homickel to execute 

the Homickel Bill of Sale, and transfer title and possession of the Horse to Baron. 

57. In executing the Homickel Bill of Sale and transferring title and possession of the 

Horse to Baron, Homickel in fact relied upon the truth of Contreras and Baron's false statements 

and material nondisclosures. 

58. As a result of Contreras and Haron's- fraudulent conduct, Homickel has been 

damaged in excess of $78,000 as well as transferring title and possession of the Horse to Baron 

under false pretenses. 

WHEREFORE, Tiana Homickel prays that this Court enter judgment in her favor and 

against Mario Contreras and Eva Baron as follows: 

A. A ward Homickel all of her damages suffered and proved; 

B. Award Homickel punitive and exemplary damages, as appropriate, plus 

prejudgment interest; 

C. Award Homickel her reasonable attorney's, accountant's, and expert's fees and 

costs; 

D. Impose a constructive trust over any property of Contreras and Haron that has 

been converted from the $78,000 they wrongfully took from Homickel; 
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E. Order Contreras to disgorge and return to Homickel the $8,000 he was paid as a 

result ofhis representation ofHomickel in the Homickel transaction; 

F. Award Hornickel whatever extraordinary equitable and/or injunctive relief as 

permitted by law and equity, so as to assure that Hornickel has an effective 

remedy. 

G. Award such other relief as the Court may deem just and proper. 

Count II: Conspiracy to Engage in Common-Law Fraud 
(Hornickel against Contreras, Reed, and Haron) 

59. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference paragraphs 1 through 28 into Count II. 

60. Contreras, Reed, and Haron agreed to work together to create two separate 

fraudulent transactions, one in which they would induce Homickel to sell the Horse to Haron for 

$80,000, and the other in which they would represent to Shapiro that Contreras was selling the 

Horse to Shapiro for $150,000. 

61. Contreras, Reed, and Haron agreed to engage in this scheme and not to inform 

Homickel or Shapiro of it. 

62. Contreras, Reed, and Haron intended to defraud Hornickel of the additional 

$70,000 that should have been paid to her as a result of the Shapiro Transaction. 

63. The scheme that Contreras, Reed, and Haron agreed to would result in the 

defrauding ofHomickel, which they knew was unlawful. 

64. Contreras, Reed, and Haron nonetheless knowingly and voluntarily agreed to 

participate in this scheme to defraud Homickel. 

65. The agreement between Contreras, Reed, and Haron resulted in damage to 

Homickel in excess of $78,000 as well as losing title and possession of the Horse under false 

pretenses. 
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66. That damage to Homickel was proximately caused by the fraudulent 

misrepresentations and material nondisclosures of Contreras and Haron as described in more 

detail in Count I. 

67. The fraudulent misrepresentations and material nondisclosures committed by 

Contreras and Haron were done pursuant to and in furtherance of the common scheme agreed to 

by them. 

WHEREFORE, Tiana Homickel prays that this Court enter judgment in her favor and 

against Mario Contreras, Tom Reed, and Eva Haron as follows: 

14CH 

A. Award Homickel all of her damages suffered and proved; 

B. Award Homickel punitive and exemplary damages, as appropriate, plus 

prejudgment interest; 

C. Award Homickel her reasonable attorney's, accountant's, and expert's fees and 

costs; 

D. Impose a constructive trust over any property of Contreras, Reed, or Haron that 

has been converted from the $78,000 they wrongfully took from Homickel; 

E. Order Contreras to disgorge and return to Homickel the $8,000 he was paid as a 

result ofhis representation ofHomickel in the Homickel transaction; 

F. Award Homickel whatever extraordinary equitable and/or injunctive relief as 

permitted by law and equity, so as to assure that Homickel has an effective 

remedy. 

G. Award such other relief as the Court may deem just and proper 

Count III: Breach of Fiduciary Duty 
(Hornickel against Contreras) 

68. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference paragraphs 1 through 67 into Count III. 
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69. As Homickel 's agent with respect to the sale of the Horse, Contreras owed her a 

fiduciary duty to act in Homickel's best interests, including disclosing all material facts related 

to the sale of the Horse and not engaging in self-dealing that would benefit himself and damage 

Homickel. 

70. In violation of his fiduciary duties to Homickel, Contreras made the following 

material misrepresentations and/or nondisclosures: 

a. Contreras falsely represented to Homickel that Baron was the actual 
purchaser of the Horse; 

b. Contreras deceptively encouraged Homickel to sell the Horse for $80,000 
to Baron while at the same time failing to disclose that Shapiro had agreed 
to pay $150,000; 

c. Contreras failed to disclose to Homickel that he had held himself out as 
the owner of the Horse and that he had arranged and intended to sell the 
Horse to Shapiro for $150,000; 

d. At the time Contreras had Homickel execute the Homickel Bill of Sale 
regarding the sale of the Horse to Baron for $80,000, Contreras failed to 
disclose that he had already received $140,000 from Shapiro for the 
purchase of the Horse and that Reed had already received $1 0,000 for the 
purchase of the Horse by Shapiro; 

e. Contreras falsely represented to Homickel that the sale of the Horse was 
to Baron was for $80,000; 

f. Contreras failed to disclose to Homickel that he had held himself out as its 
owner and had sold the Horse to Shapiro for $150,000; 

g. Contreras falsely represented that the $72,000 sent to Homickel 
represented the net purchase price for the sale of the Horse after the 
payment of his commission. 

71. By failing to disclose to Homickel the material facts outlined in the preceding 

paragraph, Contreras breached his fiduciary duties to Homickel. 
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72. Contreras's failure to disclose these material facts proximately caused damages to 

Hornickel because she received less than the full market value for the Horse as a result of 

Contreras's actions, and she lost title and possession of the Horse under false pretenses. 

WHEREFORE, Tiana Homickel prays that this Court enter judgment in her favor and 

against Mario Contreras as follows: 

A. A ward Homickel all of her damages suffered and proved; 

B. Award Homickel punitive and exemplary damages, as appropriate, plus 

prejudgment interest; 

C. Award Homickel her reasonable attorney's, accountant's, and expert's fees and 

costs; 

D. Impose a constructive trust over any property of Contreras that has been 

converted from the $78,000 he wrongfully took from Homickel; 

E. Order Contreras to disgorge and return to Homickel the $8,000 he was paid as a 

result ofhis representation ofHomickel in the Homickel transaction; 

F. Award Hornickel whatever extraordinary equitable and/or injunctive relief as 

permitted by law and equity, so as to assure that Homickel has an effective 

remedy. 

G. Award such other relief as the Court may deem just and proper. 

Count IV: Conspiracy to Breach Fiduciary Duty 
(Hornickel against Contreras, Reed, and Haron) 

73. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference paragraphs 1 through 72 into Count IV. 

74. Contreras, Reed, and Haron agreed to work together to create two separate 

fraudulent transactions, one in which they would induce Homickel to sell the Horse to Haron for 
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$80,000, and the other in which they would represent to Shapiro that Contreras was selling the 

Horse to Shapiro for $150,000. 

7 5. Contreras, Reed, and Baron agreed to engage in this scheme and not inform either 

Homickel or Shapiro. 

76. Reed and Baron knew that Contreras was Homickel's agent, that as such 

Contreras owed Homickel fiduciary duties, and that he intended to breach those duties as a result 

of his common scheme with Baron. 

77. Reed and Haron knowingly and voluntarily agreed to assist Contreras m 

breaching those fiduciary duties owed to Homickel. 

78. The agreement between Contreras, Reed, and Baron resulted in damage to 

Homickel in excess of $78,000 as well as losing title and possession of the Horse under false 

pretenses. 

79. That damage to Homickel was proximately caused by the material 

misrepresentations and material nondisclosures of Contreras, Reed, and Baron as described in 

more detail in Count III. 

80. The material misrepresentations and material nondisclosures committed by 

Contreras, Reed, and Baron were done pursuant to and in furtherance of the common scheme 

agreed to by them. 

WHEREFORE, Tiana Homickel prays that this Court enter judgment in her favor and 

against Mario Contreras, Tom Reed, and Eva Baron as follows: 

A. Award Homickel all of her damages suffered and proved; 

B. Award Homickel punitive and exemplary damages, as appropriate, plus 

prejudgment interest; 
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C. Award Homickel her reasonable attorney's, accountant's, and expert's fees and 

costs; 

D. Impose a constructive trust over any property of Contreras, Reed, or Baron that 

has been converted from the $70,000 they wrongfully took from Homickel; 

E. Order Contreras to disgorge and return to Homickel the $8,000 he was paid as a 

result ofhis representation ofHomickel in the Homickel transaction; 

F. Award Homickel whatever extraordinary equitable and/or injunctive relief as 

permitted by law and equity, so as to assure that Homickel has an effective 

remedy. 

G. Award such other relief as the Court may deem just and proper 

Count V: Attachment 
(Hornickel against Contreras) 

81. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference paragraphs 1 through 80 into Count IV. 

82. As a result of the fraud described above, Homickel is a creditor of Contreras 

having an unliquidated money claim against him sounding in fraud. This claim exceeds $20. 

83. The debt owed to Homickel by Contreras is the result of a fraudulently obtained 

contract on the part of the Contreras, which was reduced to writing by his witnessing the 

fraudulent Homickel Bill of Sale and signing the fraudulent Shapiro Bill of Sale as the Seller. 

84. As Contreras's creditor for an amount in excess of $20, Homickel is entitled to 

the entry of an order of attachment against Contreras's property. 

85. As demonstrated by the negotiation of the $140,000 check made payable to 

Contreras, he has an account at JP Morgan Chase Bank. That bank is holding property owned by 

Contreras that is located in this State. 
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WHEREFORE, Tiana Homickel prays that this Court enter an attachment order pursuant 

to 735 ILCS 5/4-101 et seq. ordering JP Morgan Chase Bank to freeze any accounts of Mario A. 

Contreras. 

Dated: July 29, 2014 
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VERIFICATION BY CERTIFICATION 

Under penalties as provided by law pursuant to Section 1-109 of the Code of Civil Procedure, the 
undersigned certifies that the statements set forth in this Verified Complaint are true and 
correct, except as to matters therein stated to be on information and belief and as to such matters 
the undersigned certifies as aforesaid that she verily believes the same to be true. 

Charles G. Wentworth (ARDC 6284238) 
The Law Office of Lofgren & Wentworth, P.C. 
536 Crescent Blvd. Suite 200 
Glen Eliyn, IL 6013 7 
Tel: (630) 469-7100 
Fax: (630) 469'-7108 
cwentworth@elrlaw .com 
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-·--··-------------

State of Illinois 

County: Kane $801000USD 

Bill Of Sale of Equine 

IN CONSIDERATION OF the sum of $80,000 USD, inclusive of all sales taxes, paid by cash, the receipt of which 

consideration is acknowledged, Tiana Ng-Hornickel (the Seller) SELLS AND DELIVERS to Eva Haron (the 

Purchaser) the following one animal Xiomaro BR (the Equine). 

XIOMAROBR 
Grey Andalusian Stallion 

Registry: IAHLA & PRE Mundial 

Approximately 10 years old 

Approximately 16.3hh 

Solid in color- no visible markings 

The Seller warrants that {1) the SeHer is the legal owner of the Animal; (2) the Animal is free from all liens and encumbrances; (3) 

the Seller has full right and authority to sell and transfer the Animal; and (4) the Seller will warrant and defend the title of the 

Animal against any and all claims and demands of all persons. 

The Animal is being sold in an "as is" condition and the Seller expressly disclaims all warranties, whether expressed or implied, 

including but not limited to, any implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. Further, the Seller 

disclaims any warranty as to the condition of the Animal. The Seller does not assume, or authorize any other person to assume 

on the behalf of the Seller, any liablllty in connection with the sale of the Animal. 

The purchaser has been given the opportunity to have a pre-purchase examination by a veterinarian of the Purchaser's choice 

at the Purchaser's expense prior to the execution of this Bill of Sale. In the event that the Purchaser elects not to have a 

veterinarian perform a pre-purchase examination of the Animal, the Purchaser waives any and all rights, claims or causes of 

action against.the Seller for any patent or latent defects pertaining to the Animal. 

The Purchaser has been given the opportunity to inspect the Animal or to have it inspected and the Purchaser has accepted the 

Animal in its existing condition. This Bill of Sale will be constructed in accordance with and governed by the laws of the State of 

Illinois. 

SIGNED, SEALED, AND DELIVER 

This _day of April, 20 __ 

...lT-t.t:...:.~=;_.~-..... • (.!..J· .u~.!:::~.:.!.t/i-!-'.tlo.<Jl::. :.;.· ··...,\,..:;c __ {Seller ·Print) 

--~---~--'lf--""'--'<-!Y ___ {Purchaser-Print) 

Witness: 

Name:;YuY\o l\ Cov~_) 
Address: ________ _ 

-.,,::;. 

Seller-Signature) 

<;;;_'"""'_! '~. \ -~£4~ _':..J='J<f.;;<~"':::..... . .__~_=::__---___:(Purchaser-Signature) 

Signature:@"?Jh:~_e-:1~. CJ;;zt~e-~ 
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Amount: $10,000.00 

  

  

Mickey Shapiro 
  

    

Sequence Number:  

  

 

 

 

 
  

19385 

DATE 3/11/2014 

AMOUNT; **10,000.00 

MEMO: Ximar Br Deposit 

PAY Ten Thousand and 00/100"""'•**:l::tuuouuuauuHluuuuuuua 

i I 

ro THE Tom Reed 
OAOER 892.6 Bogaert Dr. 
oF l Groveland, FL34736 

.. 

. -: r, . . .. ::; ' 

______ · -;. _;:.;.;; -·-.:.+_.::._ _ _:::._..:;.:. ------------

,. ,.:; 

...;.. ... - . '' -. ..... 
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Amount: $140,000.00 

 

  

~-
} 
2 

''.i"' 

  

Capture Date: 04/01/2014 

  

-~.r·. •, '0 I ••'r ,"~ "It ;,• 
; ~' . 

? Mickey Shapiro 
~    
~  

 

 

 

19414 ( 
~ 

 
~-
~ 

3/21/2014 

**140,000.00 
'> 
% MEMO: Ximaro Br 

PAY One Hundred Forty Thousand and 00/1 OO ..... - .............................. *"' ................................. - ...... Dollars 

•, TOTHE 

ORDER 

~ OF 

Mario A. Contreras 
870 N. Shady Oaks 
Elgin, IL 60120 

II 
! I 
j 

II ,. I. 

li 
. 1 

i 
I 

I 
I 

I 

~~ .. · 
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State Of Illinois 
County : Kane 

BILL OF SLAE OF EQUINE 

150,000USD 

IN CONSIDERATION OF the sum of 150,000 USD, inclusive of all sales taxes, paid by cash. the receipt of which 
consideration is acknowledged, Mario A. Contreras (the seller) SELLS AND DELIVERS to Mickey Shapiro (the 
Purchaser) the following one animal Xiomaro BR (the Equine). 

XIOMARO BR 

Grey Andalusian Stallion 

Registry:  & PRE Mundial 

Approximately 10 years old 

Approximately 16.3hh 

Solid in color- no visible markings 

The Seller warrants that (1) the Seller is the legal owner of the Animal; (2) the Animal is free from all liens and 
encumbrances; (3) the Seller has full right and authority to sell and transfer the Animal; and (4) the Seifer will warrant 
and defend the titre of the Animal against any and all claims and demands of all persons. 

The Animalls being sold in an "as· is" condition and the Seller expressly disclaims all warranties, whether expressed 
or implied, including but not limited to, any implied warranty of merchantability of fitness for a particular purpose. 
Further, the Seller disclaims any warranty as to the condition of the Animal. The Seller dose not assume. or authorize 
any other person to assume on the behalf of the Seller, any liability in connection with the sale of the Animal. 

The purchaser has been given the opportunity to have a pre-purchase examination by a veterinarian of the 
Purchaser's choice at the Purchaser's expense prior to the execution of this Blll of Sale. In the event that the 
Purchaser elects not to have a veterinarian perform a pre-purchase examination of the Animal, the Purchaser waives 
any and all rights, claims or causes of action against the SeHer for any patent or latent defects pertaining to the 
Animal. 

The Purchaser has been given the opportunity to inspect the Animal or to have it inspected and the Purchaser has 
accepted the Animal in its existing condition. This Bill of Sale will be constructed in accordance with and governed by 
the laws of the Stat of Hlinois. 

S/GNE, SEALD AND DELIVER 

ThisJ!/_ day of April, 20 l if. 

f'\(C..'t, D /~ ~>,B.:.tf'.(,fo-.S. (Seller- Print) 

Witness: 

Na~ .• : J /z.ec'4t= 
_./ --Address:----,-------~--

s;gna!ure: S,e,f-, ~c: 
/ 
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·~~l~<t~~··~··~~$·~~~t~··~~··~tt·~$·~·~4t~~~~<t~~ti·4t·~·~~4t·4$ 
qnternationa( Anda(usian and ~sitAno 'Horse ~soclation 

SJ?tt-re&red ~da(usian ~utstry 

Q}ftts document certifies tfutt the Stallion &om on  

XIOMAROBR 
<lfas &eett entered into tfle ~f)iStl"! of tfte CJnternatiomt£ ~d"a[usian ana 

~,sitano CI:Iot<se ~octation as a $)?u.t<el'wea~aa(u.sian. 

IALBA Registration Number: (  

Breeder: Julie Stammler 
Branch River Ranch 

Owner: Tiana Taranu 

Classical Baroque LLC 

IN670 MacQueen Drive 
West Chicago, lL 60185 

This certificute is·issued in refil!!JCe oil an applicntion.sub!Jliit~d and attested to 
by the applicant horse owner and upon the,expre$5 co11dition ibaqhc IAUIA hns 

the privilege tO Correct 0( canCel this certilicate for COII~!Jilder its rules 

~~~"""/ 
Issued: 28-0ct-04 .:..R:::::e:;;;.gi:.:::s:::.trn,_,r ___ -_ /_ ~_~_ ------'---'----,---

Sire: EL NINO BR 
No: 4379(S) 

Dam: MIA 
No: 2105(8) 

APOLLO III 

2699(8) 

APOLLO II 
i 142l(S) 

l 
iMARLITA . 

1564(8) ii 

CASTIBLANCO IIJ 

; 0414(8) 

REINA DEL SOL 

1764(S) I MARIAH 

ll28(S) 

POSElDOV 
1 PREI500546 

PRINCIPE XIII 

l398(S) 
I 
IPRINCESA V 

17.10(S) 

BIZARROX 

041l(S) 

l ANGELINA CELARO 

l090(S) 1!_!1 C~E~L~O~SA~V~------
0197(S) 

Cfntei-nAtiOttaf Aztdalusldn mt.d ~ltano <Horse ~ciati(m 
101 Carnoustic North, ·Box 200 Birmingham, AL 35242 

Phone {205) 99S-8900/ Fax (20S) 995-8966 
Re-Issued: 24-Sep-09 !'resident Y ,__L_ ~ 

-~~·<ftr .. \t··-l-~(tflt~~~-~tt(t~*~~~~·~~«~~·,.·~~~~~~~-~~ll(t~ 
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Fr-oJl~ 

,. ' 

Brand:. 

~ 
ll:~ ~, .. •'\\ 

"':" ·· -:''m~lfti~aoi!i~'ti:qc~w,; 
. . . ... ~ --~ ~ . 

. ·-.::-
•y 

_ Parentag~:yerifigd 
'/"'· .· . 

R~~yG~t ~~r- Qh~ijj~s in;'H~t$~ts Recprds 
, .... ;);,•-·c;f,JS>-''··' · . .,, --- >•···-· -·.·, <Y-: --

. ·:eifet'ki'QW.tnattappl¥ta1i'<fgii'icilioate.··_ 
- -- - - -- - · -- - - - mml dd I yy 

·~ (r rttecusi· a..'''ed . e _ . p rv 
<;'" '' ,"')'< ....... ,,. ···~ 

I 

·~ :Deatfi:61~aal'S~: 1 1 
'• 

-~ other::clnctude,notet·.:' 1 1 

-~ Horse Sola 1 1 _ 

(PiiKout Tf~·nsfer ~ftOwnership b~l9w) 
·sigriatd~ of;;O;wner{s)~showh on:-ttle·ff<lnfhf~this 

· certificiltei. auth.ofalfig~ffiese .e:nanges · 

.. X

X 
Date I I 

.Traiisfer.•of dwnetship lnforrriati6'n (pfease pri~t.legibly) 

Ch~ckthe¥1orse$old line(at'top) _and givedate Qf.sale. 

Seller must be Owner listed onJront of this Certifitate 
and rriust signinboxabove'to authorize transfeL 

~NeW:owoer(s) N~me: 
:-:.· 

IAU:lA-Jb# 

Fann: 

Address; 

PhO:ne: Fax:-

e~Mail: 

MftrOWner Siartature(s\: 

){ 

X 
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